FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PRESS RELEASE
ANI Networks, the wholesale arm and affiliate network provider of NOS Communications, Inc.,
announces its formal entry into the wholesale telecommunications marketplace. ANI Networks,
in addition to owning and operating its own switch facilities in London, New York, Dallas, Los
Angeles and Sydney, is currently in the process of deploying Sonus VoIP switches through out its
existing network and has recently expanded and augmented its already robust Feature Group D
network to provide a nearly ubiquitous nationwide footprint. ANI Networks also announces the
acquisition and integration of Red River Networks of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. “Our
partnership with Red River Networks, along with the upgrades we have recently made to our
already robust international network, gives ANI Networks the infrastructure necessary to provide
operational and technical support for our steadily growing wholesale client base” said Joe Koppy,
CEO of ANI Networks.
With an existing client base of over 100 CLEC, Resale and Carrier customers serving over 30,000
small business clients and over 100,000 residential consumers, ANI Networks is poised to
achieve its goal of becoming the premiere voice network provider to the North American
wholesale telecommunications industry. Added Koppy, “As a long time buyer of resold voice
services, we recognized the trend of diminished wholesale vendor options and eroding margins.
In solving that problem for ourselves through extensive switch and Feature Group D investments,
we realized we had a wonderful opportunity to help others in what we believe to be grossly
underserved voice resale and domestic termination markets.” ANI Networks is a member of the
CompTel/Ascent organization.
ANI Networks is a privately held, facilities based Communications Company servicing the
wholesale long distance voice market, both Resale and Carrier. With facilities and clients on 3
continents and a vast domestic feature group D network, ANI Networks is a premiere partner to
the companies in the wholesale market place with a focus on traditional voice services. By
utilizing the efficiencies of next generation VoIP technologies with in its own network topology,
ANI Networks has the flexibility to adapt to ever changing wholesale market conditions and
regulatory capitulations, resulting in operational stability and economic longevity for it's
wholesale clients.
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